Seminar/ Training delivered by staff
Prof. Mrs. V. R. Khapli, Principal, delivered an Expert Lecture through Virtual Learning Center (VLC) on Electronics Circuits & Design on 23rd Sept 2014 at YCMOU studio. The VLC Lecture was organized by MSBTE for the target group of Second Year Electronics students. The lecture was broadcasted LIVE from YCMOU VLC studio and the Diploma students attended it at VLC centers all over Maharashtra.

Staff achievement
Lady Engineer Achievement Award-2014
Er. Prof. V. R. Khapli, Principal was awarded by lady engineering Achievement award for 2014. The institution of engineers (I) Nasik local center gives this award to Lady Engineers having suitable qualification and engineering performance, so as to encourage them to take up challenging engineering career. The engineers’ annual award ceremony 2014, was held at Kalidas Kala Mandir, Nashik on Saturday, 11th October, 2014.
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